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WYBRANYCH TOKSYKANTÓW NA WODNYCH SKORUPIAKACH  

Abstract:  Determining the value of a half-effective or half-life concentration or dose of toxicant is the main 
purpose of acute toxicity studies, and this is also the most commonly used value in the toxicity characteristics of 
substances. By conducting tests that meet the criteria and requirements for the determination of acute toxicity, due 
to the use of appropriate mathematical tools and concentrations resulting in complete lethal effects in the studied 
groups, considerably more important values can be achieved, which give a possibility for the analysis of the entire 
process's dynamics, as well as determining the threshold values of the effect time and toxicant concentration. This 
was the purpose of our research, in which the research species were Daphnia magna and Cypris pubera. The effect 
of the conducted research allowed to determine and compare the two toxicants: ammonium and copper(II) ions by 
it’s: concentration limit values (Cth), internal toxicity of the receptor-ligand complex (α), apparent, constant 
disintegration of this complex (Kapp) and different time values of the effect (Tt, Tin, MLT), which, along with 
concentration, is equally important determinant of the development of a toxic effect. 
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Introduction 

The growing pollution of waters along with the lack of fresh water is a global 
environmental problem [1]. In water reservoirs contaminated by substances of 
anthropogenic origin, increasing toxicity for most aquatic organisms is already manifested 
even at small concentrations of toxicants. The highest risk to the aquatic environment is 
caused by heavy metals, such as copper, nickel, zinc or cobalt [2-5]. These metals are able 
to interfere with the integrity of physiological and biochemical processes and lead to 
significant changes in metabolic reactions in aquatic organisms [6, 7]. In micro-quantities, 
these metals are necessary for living organisms, but their excess lead to undesirable effects. 
Nitrogen-containing compounds are, next to heavy metals, a big threat to hydrobionts and 
the general condition of water reservoirs, because they significantly degrade composition of 
gases dissolved in water and hydrochemical composition of water itself, and tend to 
accumulate in the form of nitrites and nitrates in hydrobionts [8]. Hydrobionts react 
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differently to toxic substances, which is why observations of different species in laboratory 
conditions allow to assess the effects caused both by natural and anthropogenic factors in 
the natural ecosystem and to predict the direction of changes occurring in their bodies.  
The main goal for most of toxicity studies is to predict the influence of toxicant on biotic 
elements of environment [9], and so it was also in this case. Extrapolation of laboratory 
results to different species and environmental conditions is bound with greater uncertainty, 
therefore, toxicity models which include more parameters, than only a concentration of the 
toxicant, are more valuable and useful. Still, chemicals considered as an environmental 
pollutants, when present all together in water, may cause higher risk due to additive effects 
or lower due to competition for bounding to biological ligands [10]. One of most suitable, 
water species for complex toxicity studies is Daphnia magna which is favorable laboratory 
organism worldwide [11], due to their sensitiveness, live cycle, ease of maintenance 
culture. Toxicity of different metals to this species is well known and has been already 
compared, but the effect of establishing relationships between toxicity of this pollutants are 
not yet satisfactory [12]. Copper ions toxicity was compared between different species of 
Daphnia, giving significant differences among them [13], but comparing the same toxicant 
using other species of water crustaceans is another step forward in understanding and 
predicting the toxic effects.  

The aim of this work was to study and compare parameters of the dynamics of the 
toxic effect of ammonium and copper(II) ions on water crustaceans, which are toxicants 
disrupting and limiting effectiveness of water ecosystems.  

Materials and methods 

Substances 

The anhydrous salt of ammonium chloride and copper sulfate were used to study the 
development of the toxic effect. These substances were chosen due to the commonness of 
the environmental pollutants with copper and nitrogen compounds. The range of 
concentrations of ammonium chloride used ranged from 0.3125 to 5 g/dm3, copper sulfate - 
from 0.00625 to 0.1 mg/dm3. For purposes of studies and due to specific, mathematical 
models used to determine the toxic effects we used higher, than environmental, 
concentrations of toxicants. 

Studied species 

Two species of aquatic crustaceans were used for the study: genetically homogeneous, 
synchronized Great Daphnia (Daphnia magna) cultures and ostracods (Cypris pubera). 
Only adult, fully grown daphnids were used in studies due to differences of toxicity of 
ammonium and copper between adults and immature specimens in Daphnia magna and 
other water invertebrates according to OECD guidelines [14]. 

Exposition on toxicant and conditions 

Each probe of tested animals contained about 50 to 150 individuals which were placed 
in a 0.5 dm3 vessel. The study was made according to acute toxicity tests guidelines and 
procedures by OCED [14]. The research was carried out using a static model - the 
concentration range of the tested toxicants was constant over time and from the 
concentration zone causing death of the entire group of specimens. Water has not been 
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changed during exposure to the toxicant. The exposure time dependent on the death of the 
last individual from a given research group. 

Calculation of toxicodynamics parameters and statistics 

The probability of the lethal effect (P) was counted as the ratio of the number of dead 
individuals at a given time (n) to the total number of subjects tested (N): P = n/N.  
The probability of survival (Q) was calculated as (1-P). The mathematical apparatus of 
previously published models was used to calculate the data, which allows to determine the 
initial (Tin), terminal time (Tt), mean survival time (MLT), the “intrinsic toxicity” of 
complex “receptor-ligand (toxicant)” (α), and the apparent decay of constant of these 
complexes (Kapp) [10-12]. The statistical significance of the differences was calculated 
using the Student's t test (t) at the significance level of p ≤ 0.05 and ANOVA. 

Results 

Dynamics of toxic effects in Daphnia magna caused by ammonium ions 

For this species we used concentrations of 0.3125 to 5 g/dm3 of ammonium chloride 
during toxicity studies. The exposure time for the lowest concentration used was  
6 hours and 28 minutes. Values of Tin of the toxic effect for the whole range of 
concentrations were similar, except for the highest concentration. However, differences 
were recorded in Tt, where the value for the smallest concentration differ from every other. 
The values of the average time of survival increased in parallel with the concentration of 
the toxicant (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. The dependence of the probability of a lethal toxic effect (P) on the logarithm of time for 

Daphnia magna organisms at various concentrations of ammonium chloride 
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More precise analysis of the dynamics of the toxic effects of toxicants is based on the 
fact that in the coordinates of (ln Q) and (t) the process going without acceleration and 
deceleration (constant probability of effect realization) takes the form of a straight line. If in 
the process of the toxic effect the organism's resistance to toxicants is increased, the 
research data in the coordinates indicated are arranged in a concave line - the process is 
slowed down. If the toxicant accumulates in the body or resistance to its effects decreases, 
then the research data are arranged in a convex line - the process proceeds with 
acceleration. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The dynamics of survival (ln Q) of Daphnia magna under the exposure to various concentrations 

of ammonium chloride 

The dynamics of survival (Fig. 2) shows that the lethal effect of individuals in all 
concentrations, except for the lowest one, occurs quickly and almost simultaneously in  
a relatively short time from the beginning of exposure. The lowest concentration of 
ammonium chloride takes the form of a straight line, what proves the exponential 
dependence. The discrepancy between the highest and lowest concentrations suggests the 
existence of two types of effects - acute and subacute. In order to confirm or reject this 
hypothesis, the method of computer simulation of research data in coordinates (P, ln(tCn)) 
was used to estimate the size of the exponent of function (n). This way of presenting 
experimental data allow to recognize what follows: if the effect in the range of tested 
concentrations is only one, the "effect - time" curves obtained at various concentrations of 
the toxic compound are not concentration-dependent - so they fit all together.  
The simulation showed the existence of only one type of lethal effect - this is an acute 
effect. The results of development of the toxic effect of ammonium chloride in Daphnia 
magna are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Basic parameters of the time of toxic effect for Daphnia magna in the presence of various concentrations of 

ammonium ions 

C [g/dm3] Tin [min] Tt [min] MLT [min] 
5 3 25 15.7 ±0.1 

2.5 12 90 50.3 ±0.1 
1.25 11 287 102.5 ±0.4 
0.625 13 382 219.9 ±1.3 
0.3125 10 3667 1706 ±145 

 
Analyzing the data presented in Table 1, one can conclude, that despite the large 

differences in the values of mean MLT and Tt values, regardless of the concentration used, 
the first lethal effects occurred in no more than 13 minutes in each tested group. 

Dynamics of toxic effects in Daphnia magna caused by copper ions 

The range of copper sulfate concentrations tested was 0.00625-0.1 mg/dm3. The choice 
of the concentration range was based on preliminary crustacean toxicity studies, where it 
was shown that copper ions produce an acute effect at very low doses. 

By using the semi-logarithmic plot data (dependence of the probability (P) of the lethal 
effect on Figure 3 and the logarithm of survival (ln Q) from time - Figure 4), it can be 
presumed that copper in organisms produces one lethal toxic effect after exceeding a certain 
threshold concentration in the biosystem. Type of the achieved curves indicates similar 
effect for each concentration used, but it develops when a toxicant exceed some threshold 
concentration in biosystem - the lower the concentration, because the more time it takes for 
the toxicant to cause the effect. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The dependence of the probability of the lethal effect (P) in Daphnia magna by exposure to 

copper ions on the logarithm of time 
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Fig. 4. Survival rate (ln Q) of Daphnia magna during time exposure to copper ions 

Curves shown on Figure 4 suggest presence of two different effects taking place: one 
for higher concentrations (0.1 and 0.05 mg/dm3) and one for lower concentrations  
(0.025-0.00625 mg/dm3), however, computer stimulation showed that for the whole range 
of concentrations the value of exponential function (n) is 0.58. The positioning of the data 
in Figure 4 seems to confirm that we are dealing here with a toxic effect of equal strength, 
depending only on time, until the toxicant reaches the appropriate concentration in the 
biosystem of the studied organisms. Curves, as the time of exposure goes by, do not 
become more steep or concave, only the angle of their inclination changes to both axis.  
The basic parameters of the dynamics of the lethal effect are presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 2 

Parameters of the dynamics of the toxic effect for Daphnia magna  
in the presence of various concentrations of copper ions 

C [mg/dm3] Tin [min] Tt [min] MLT [min] 
0.1 50 1868 757 ±93 
0.05 127 2880 872 ±125 
0.025 105 5611 2313 ±289 
0.0125 106 4960 2294 ±372 
0.00625 95 6035 3053 ±408 

 

In the acute effect of copper ions on Daphnia magna in all concentrations almost the 
same value of Tin has been noted. Values of Tt decline correspondingly to lower 
concentration of the toxicant. These data may indicate effective mechanisms for the 
elimination or metabolization of the toxicant in the test subjects. 
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Dynamics of toxic effects in Cypris pubera caused by ammonium ions 

In case of Cypris pubera species concentrations from 0.3125 to 5 g/dm3 of ammonium 
ions were used. The exposure time for the lowest, used concentration lasted less than  
230 hours. Tin values were in a range of 5 to 20 minutes. In Figures 4 and 5, the relationship 
between the time and the logarithm of the probability of occurrence of a lethal effect and 
the logarithm of survival of individuals for the used concentrations of ammonium ions are 
presented. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The dependence of the probability of toxic effect (P) on the time logarithm of time (ln t) for 

Cypris pubera organisms at various concentrations of ammonium ions 

The characteristics of the obtained curves indicates that the lethal effect is almost 
uniform in time from the first to the last organism, whereas the difference in the angle of 
inclination of the curves for the concentrations used results from the proportionately longer 
intervals between deaths of individuals. All curves have a similar character, along with  
a decrease in concentration, they move to the right of the ordinate (the slope accounts are 
the same). A characteristic feature of this process is to extend the time of the initial effect 
together with a decrease in concentration. This suggests the existence of one toxic 
mechanism, the development of which is stretched in the long-term with the decrease of the 
toxicant concentration in the environment. The slope of the curves at all concentrations 
(Fig. 6) indicates only one mechanism after achieving critical concentration of toxicant in 
biosystem. Toxicodynamic parameters of ammonium ions (Table 3) show that despite 
reliable differences, both, for the average survival time (MLT) and terminal times (Tt) for 
Cypris pubera organisms in different concentrations of ammonium, there are slight 
differences in the values of initial times of lethal effect development (Table 3). 
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Fig. 6. Dependence of logarithm of survival probability on time for Cypris pubera organisms at various 

concentrations of ammonium ions 

Table 3 
Basic parameters of the time of toxic effect for Cypris pubera in the presence of various concentrations of 

ammonium ions 

C [g/dm3] Tin [min] Tt [min] MLT [min] 
5 9 95 50.5 ±4.1 

2.5 5 120 62.5 ±5.5 
1.25 19 172 100 ±12 
0.625 20 210 111.4 ±8.9 
0.3125 14 244 136 ±17 

Dynamics of toxic effects in Daphnia magna caused by copper ions 

The assessment of the toxic effect of copper ions in Cypris pubera  
in the same concentration range as for Daphnia magna (Figs. 7 and 8) showed other 
dependencies over time. The relationship between the probability of the effect and the 
logarithm of time (Fig. 7) shows the curves, which to a large extent, maintain similar 
shapes with the simultaneous shift in relation to the axis (P) according to the decrease in 
concentrations. 

The dynamics of copper ion toxicity show (Fig. 8) that for concentrations from 0.1 to 
0.025 mg/dm3 the lethal effect occurs rapidly after reaching a certain time of exposure. 
Lower concentrations lead to an effect without acceleration and deceleration. The computer 
simulation of the time-effect curve showed the presence of two effects: for higher 
concentrations with exponent value n = 0.75, and for lower concentrations with exponent 
value n = 0.2. 
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the probability, P, of toxic effect caused by copper ions on Cypris pubera on the 

logarithm of time in various concentrations of this toxicant 

 
Fig. 8. Survival rate (ln Q) of Cypris pubera under the exposure to different concentration of copper ions 
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The calculated parameters of the effect (Table 4) also show the difference between the 
test species of crustaceans. The lethal effect among Cypris pubera individuals at these 
concentrations of copper ions occurs in a much shorter time than in Daphnia magna. 
However, the beginning time of toxic effects are very similar. 

 
Table 4 

Basic parameters of the time of toxic effect for Cypris pubera in the presence  
of various concentrations of copper ions 

C [mg/dm3] Tin [min] Tt  [min] MLT [min] 
0.1 24 114 82.1 ±3.9 
0.05 25 307 153 ±9 
0.025 51 320 208.2 ±7.5 
0.0125 87 1336 453 ±24 
0.00625 88 3233 669 ±92 

 
The use of previously developed models, including the molecular model [15] allows us 

to obtain information on alternative changes in biosystem properties due to the irreversible 
interaction of toxicant molecules (L) with macromolecules (R) of the organism what gives  
a formation of their complexes (RL). Regression methods of calculating based on the 
molecular model [15-17] allowed to estimate the threshold concentration (Cth), below 
which there is no toxic effect, “intrinsic toxicity” (α) of complex “receptor-ligand” RL, 
apparent constants of decay of receptor-ligand complexes RL (Kapp)). Calculated 
parameters are presented in Table 5. 

 
Table 5 

Parameters of acute ammonium and copper ions comparison toxicity for all tested species 

Parametr 
Amonnium ions Copper ions 

Daphnia magna 
Cth [mg/dm3] 0.14 0.009 

α 71.17 423.04 
Kapp 10.00 3.9 

 Cypris pubera 
Cth [mg/dm3] 0.067 0.007 

α 926.9 25.37 
Kapp 61.72 0.17 

 
Calculation of research data according to the mathematical apparatus with molecular 

models allows us to compare the process of the acute effect between studied species, and 
the "strength" of the interaction of different toxicants among each species separately. 

Discussion 

The toxic effect is manifested only when the toxicant concentration reaches a certain 
threshold value in specific sites of biosystem. The achievement of this concentration is 
strictly dependent on the time of exposure to the toxicant, but also on the metabolic 
processes with which the organism attempts to defend itself from the toxic effects,  
i.e. slowdown of absorption, acceleration of excretion, metabolization, deposition in tissues 
of lesser importance for survival [18, 19]. Wider, than based only on LC50 (median, lethal 
concentration) of individuals values, insight into the toxicity of the tested compound is 
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given by studies in which time plays important role as the toxicant concentration [20, 21].  
It should be emphasized that the assumption of used models [15-17] is that concentration of 
toxicant in biosystem is directly proportional to its concentration in the environment.  
This is possible only under conditions of irreversible, acute effect. This assumptions were 
important while choosing a concentration range that give an 100 % lethal effect in studied 
groups. This approach minimize the possibility of sub-acute and sub-chronic effects [22]. 
Possibility of observing the development of the lethal effect allows to characterize different 
mechanisms of action of ammonium ions on the studied organisms. In daphnia and 
ostracods the rate with which the lethal effects of the toxicant occurred along with 
increased concentration of the toxicant has been also higher, but the dynamics of these 
effects varied. Concentrations - balance of the process after reaching a specified 
concentration in the biofase is directed towards irreversible changes. The dynamics of the 
lethal effect of ammonium ions in Cypris pubera is proportional to the concentration used. 
By comparing the values of Cth we can conclude that this species is more sensitive to low 
concentrations of ammonium than Daphnia magna. A large difference in the “intrinsic 
toxicity” (α) of receptor-ligand complexes between species suggests the influence of  
sub-acute effects on the overall dynamics of Cypris pibera mortality. A common feature of 
the action of ammonium ions on the tested hydrobiones is the short initial time of the effect, 
which may be related to the general mechanism of interaction of NH4

+ ions in aquatic 
organisms which compete with K+ ions during membrane transport (both ions have the 
same ionic radius) and as a result change in the polarization of membranes and the 
induction of pH changes within the cytoplasm of respiratory tissue cells [23]. 

When comparing the dynamics of interaction of copper ions on tested species, it can be 
noticed that, unlike ammonium ions, very low concentrations cause a rapid (lethal) effect, 
and Cth is almost identical and is within the range of 0.007-0.009 mg/dm3.  

Conclusions 

The proposed dynamic model of an alternative effect (all or nothing), combined with 
regression analysis of research data, is useful to describe the functional dynamics of 
xenobiotics as well as the basic parameters (Tt, Tin, MLT, Cth, Kapp) in the absence of 
information about the exact mechanisms of the toxicant's interaction with the “biophase” of 
organism. Such information give some advantage in understanding and predicting the toxic 
effects and might be used instead of other, controversial values such as NOEC or LOEC 
[24] or can help to develop models used in toxicology [25-27] by including time as  
an equally important determinant of a toxic effect.  

The Cypris pubera species is more sensitive to the effects of copper ions than Daphnia 
magna, as evidenced by the average survival time (shorter by several times) and twenty 
times smaller Kapp value of toxicant-macromolecules complex. 
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